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The concept of the Jacobson radical of a semiring has been introduced
internally by S. Bourne ([1]). Recently, by associatiig a suitable ring with
the ssiiiriig, S. Bourne aid H. Zass3ihaus have dsiisd th3 S3niradical of
the seniriig ([2]). In [3] it has bssi proved that th.3 coicepts of the Jacobson radical aid the ssniradical coiiciia. Cons3:μi3itly sons propsrtiss of
the Jacobsoi radical of tha S3iiiriig are reduced to thoss i i the riig theory.
For example, the fact "If R is th3 Jacobsoi radical of a semiring S with a
unit element, then Rn is the Jacobsoi radical of the matrix semiring Sn
([1])" is deduced immediately from the corresponding result in the ring
theory.
The purpose of this paper is to coisider the Jacobson radical of a, semiring from the point of visw of th.3 repressitatioa theory1* without reducing
it to the ring theory. In § 1 we shall describe some preliminary definitions
and propositions. In § 2, we shall define the irreducible representations and
the radical of a ssmiriig and prove some fundamental propsrtiss of the
radical which correspond to those in the ring theory. In § 3, the external
notion of the radical will be related to internal one, at ths sam3 time, we
shall sse that the radical defined in this papsr coincides with the Jacobson
radical and with the samiradical of the semiring. In the last section we shall
consider some of the results obtailed in the preceding sections from the point
of visw of the riig theory aid give some examples.
1. Preliminaries. In this papsr we shall assume that a semiring 31 is
commutative relative to additioi and has a zero element. A commutative additive samigrou? Wit with a Z3ro eb.nsit is called a right 2ί semimodule if
and oily if a law of compositioi o i ϋJl X 2ί iito M is deϋned which, for xy
y^L^ίl and a,b € 5ί, satisies (a) (x + y) a = xτ -f ya, (b) x{a + b) = xa + xb
and (c) x(ab) = {xajb. Henceforth the term "ίl-samimodule" without modifier
will always mean right 2ί-s3mimodule. Th.3 semiring Sί itsslf is an Sί-semimodule relative to right multiplicatioi as ssmimodule composition. A subset
9^ of 3JI is called an 21-subsemimodule of Ώl if and only if
1) This notion has been used by N. Jacobson ([5]).
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( i ) if y, z € ft, y + z € ft,
(ii) for all y € ft and for all α € 8ί, 3>α € ft,
(iii) ft contains the zero of Ti.

$5 is called a right ideal in Si if and only if it is an Sl-subsemimodule
as an Sί-semimodule.

of Si

DEFINITION I. An equivalence relation p defined in an Sl-semimodule
SSίi is called linear if and only if
(i) xpx and ypy imply (x + y)p(x + y).
(ii) xpy implies (xa)p(ya) for all a € Si.
We say that a linear equivalence relation p admits the cancellation law (of
addition) if and only if
(iii) (x 4- u)ρ{y -f v) and upv imply xpy.
DEFINITION 2. Let ft be an Sί-subsemimodule of an Sl-semimodule Wl. x9
y € Ώl are called (strongly) congruent modulo :Jt and denoted by x = y (ft)
if and only if there exist nl9 n2 € ft such that x + nτ = y + n2- x,y € 9}i
are called weakly congruent modulo sJϊ and denoted by x[ = ]j; (sJi) if and
only if there exist nu n2 ^ 9^ and JS; € 9)ϊ such that x + nτ + J2 = 3^ -f n2 -f 2:.
Evidently both kinds of relations "congruent modulo 9^" are linear
equivalence relations and "weak" one admits the cancellation law. In each
case, defining the compositions in the obvious way, the equivalence classes
modulo 9? form an Sί-semimodule. The Sl-semimodule thus obtained is denoted
by m-n in the "strong" case and 2K[-] 9? in the "weak" case. In 3H[-] 9? the
cancellation law of addition holds. If we put ϊft = \y £ SDΪ; y = 0(?ft)} and
& Ξ= Ij; € aK; J [ Ξ ] 0 (9^)}, then % and % are Sl-subsemimodules of 3JΪ. ft is
called (weakly) closed in SDΐ if and only if 9β = 9^ and strongly closed m Ώl
if and only if ?t - ft.
The following results are easily seen :
a) If ^ ^ 3; (ft), * [ > l y ( f t ) .
b) .r = 3 ; (?J) if and only if and only if x = 3; (ft). α:[=ly (7i) if and
only if *[ίθ;y(ft).
c) ^2^2^. ^ = ft, ^ = ^ .

d) If ftα 3 ftf, then ft, Ξ ft2 and ^ 2 t 2 .
e) The zeroid 8(9JΪ) = } 0} of 9Jί is the minimum strongly closed 21subsemimodule of W.
Let 9JΪ be another Sί-semimodule which is homomorphic to 9JΪ via a
mapping φ and ft' be an 21-subsemimodule of Wfl\
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f) φ'X^ΐ) is closed if 92' is closed and it is strongly closed if 9Ϊ' is
strongly closed.
h) The relatioi "φ[x) — <p{y)" is a liiear equivaleica relatioi. If x = y
(φ~\0)) then. φ{x) = φ[y), but the converse does not always hold.
Let v'κx) € 33Ϊ — ςJl and v{x) € 9Jl[ —] # be the equivalence classes represented by x € 9K.
i) 3JΪ — 9£ is homomorphic to ΰΐ via the mapping x -> I\J;) and sDΐ[ —] 92
is homomorphic to 3Jί — 31 via the mapping i/(:r) -> K^O
Put SDΪ:< = SR[ —]|0( and denote by x¥ the equivalence class represented
by x € 9JZ.
k) ϊl* = 1 / ζWl*; y eft] is an δl-subsemimodule of SK* and TO*- %*
is isomorphic to (SK - 9 i ) [ - ] |0}.
Let denote by £(ϋJl) the set of all linear equivalence relations denned in
the 2ί-ssmimodule 9JΪ which admit the cancellation law. For pΛy p^ € JS(flί)
we write p3 ^ RΛ if and only if, for y, z € 2K, ^p Λ ^ implies .yp^.
1) (E($l\ ^ ) is a lattice which has the maximum element px and tha
minimum element ρ0: 3;/^^ for every pair of j/,« € 3Jί, and j;/o02; if and only

if y

=^.

DEFINITION 3. Let S ba an ideal i i a ssmiriig SI. Tha semirings Sί/θ
and δl[/]δ are defined iα tha same fashixi as $ίl — "31 aid Dϊ[ — ]7i are defined,
respectively.
Almost all the facts considered 0.1 Sl-sa mi modules are established for
semirings with some modifications. For example, the zeroid of Si is the minimum strongly closed ideal in SI.
DEFINITION 4. 3ϊί is called a representation semimodule of a semiring St
if and oily if sUΐ is an 3l-semimodule in which the cancellation law of addition holds. A homomorphism of a semiriig 31 into the endomorphism semiring
of a semimodule, which has a zero element and in whi^h the commutative
law and the cancellation law of additiDi hold, is called a representation of Si.
If sDΐ is a represeitati3i semimodule of SI then, for an arbitrarily fixed
a 6 Sί, the mappiig x -> xa of ffl iito 3ίi itself is an eidαnαrphism aR of
the semimodule 3JI, and the mappiig a -> as is a represeitatiαi of Sί, which
is called ί/i? representation of Sί associated with 9ΪΪ aid deioted by ( ϊ , sΰϊ).
Conversely, a repraseitatioi of Sί defiies a rapresentati3n seminodule i i the
obvious way.
m) If φ is a repres^ntatiDn of 31, then φ^) is a semiring in which the
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cancellation law of addition holds.
n) The zeroid 8(Si) of Si is represented by zero in every representation
of Si.
A representation semimodule Wl of a semiring Si is called faithful and
the εssociated representation (S^SDί) is called faithful if and only if 3(91) =
( 0 : W)^ {b € S ί ; 2 J ί έ = JO}}.
2.

Irreducible representations and Radicals.

DEFINITION 5. A representation semimodule 9JΪ of a semiring Si with 9Jί
*f= |0} is called irreducible and the associated representation (Si, 3JJ) is called
irreducible if and only if, for an arbitrarily fxed pair of ul9 u2 € 9JΪ with u1
«4=«2 and any x € 9#, there exist αj,α 2 € Si such that
(1)

X + UXaY + &2#2 = ^1#2 + U2di.

A representation semimodule 9J? of a semiring Si is called semi-irreducible
if and only if
(i) 2 M + { 0 j .
(ii) SSR does not have any closed Si-subsemimodule except {0| and Wίl
itself.
LEMMA 1. Lέtf S3 έ^ <z?z f^αZ m Si and assume that SSR is a representation semimodule of Si with 3J?Sϊ =f= | 0 ( .
1) 7/* 93? f^ semi-irreducible and u is an element of $?, then u = 0 z's
equivalent to ub = 0 /br α// i € S ,
2) jy SDΪ is irreducible and u, v are elements of 9J?, then u = v is equivalent to ub = vb for all b € S .
PROOF. 1) Assume 9ϊt is semi-irreducible. As is easily seer, $D?0 = \y €
SIR ; 3,85 = {0} I is a clcsed Sί-εubsemimodule of 9)?. Sirce 2»S5 4= | 0 | , we
have 9K0=j=9K and hence SQΪ0 = {0}.
2) Assume that 9JΪ is irreducible and u =4= f. Since SDΐSB ={= {0}, we can
find 3; € 9J? and έ € 55 with j έ =f= 0. For this y9 there exist al9a2 € Si such
that
y -f &#! -f VΛo = ua2 + ^Λlβ
Hence
yb + &#!# + 77α2έ = uaφ + vaxb9 ajb € 5&.
Since 3/έ =+= 0 and since the cancellation law of addition holds in 9#, for at
least one of ajb9 say bθ9 we must have ub0 =f= ^ o
LEMMA 2. A representation semimodule 9Jϊ =f= JO| 0/ Si zs semi-irreducible
if and only ifuΆ = W for every non-zero u € 2P, z. ^., / o r £# arbitrarily
fixed non-zero u € 9J? Λ^: J ^^3; :r € 907, M^r^ ^Λ z'5/ α 1 ? ^ 2 ^ SI ^z/cΛ that
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x + ua{ = ua2.
PROOF.

Assume 2JΪ is semi-irreducible. If u =j= 0 then, by Lemma 1, «3ί

=f= {0( and hence uΆ = Sΰl. The converse is evident.
COROLLARY. If 95ί is irreducible, then it is

semi'irreducible.

LEMMA 3. / / 90ΐ is an {semi-) irreducible representation semimodule of
31 and 9£ =j= j θ | is an arbitrary Si-sub semimodule of 9Jf, then Sft is {semi-)
irreducible and <p(3l) and ^(81) are isomorphic via the correspondence φ{a)
** ψ{a), where φ = (SI, SSSl) and ψ = (Si, 91).
PROOF. Assume SOΐ is (semi-) irreducible. Then, from Definition 5 (Lemma 2), it is easy to see that 9£ is (semi-) irreducible, where 92 is an arbitrary
non-zero Sί-subsemimodule of 9J?. Assume further ψ{a) = ^Kέ). If τ; is a nonzero element of 9ί then, for an arbitrary w € 9}f, there exist aly a2 € SI such
that w + t αj = va2.
Hence
ua + {vaλ)a + {va2)b = ub + {vaλ)b + {va2)a.
Since {vat)a = {va^b, i = 1, 2, and the cancellation law of addition holds in
9Jί, we get ua = ub for every u € SOΪ and hence <ρ(α)
LEMMA 4. i>£ S5 £e β« ideal in Si.
I) If tyR is an {semi-) irreducible representation semimodule of Si, then
either 3R& = {0\ or Wl is an {semi-) irreducible representation semimodule
2) If
exists an
φ'{^&) are
and φ =

90ΐ z*5 α« irreducible representation semimodule of 55, ίΛe z Mere
irreducible representation semimodide 9Dΐ' o/ SI ^^cA that φ($$) and
isomorphic via the correspondence φ{b) <r-> φ\b\ where φ = (Sr9Jl)
(81, 2JT).

PROOF. 1) Let 3)ϊ be an irreducible representation semimodule of Si and
ul9 u2 be an arbitrarily fixed pair of elements in 9Jί with uτ =j= u2. Suppose
3RS=(= 101. Then uφ =+= uφ for some b € S5 and hence, for any x € 3R,
the»*e exist αj, a2 ^ SI such that
x + Uiibdi) + u2{ba2) — uλ{ba2) + u2{baτ)
and έ(2ί € S5, i = 1, 2. Therefore 9ΪΪ is irreducible as a representation semimodule of » .
If Sίϊ is semi-irreducible and 9JίS =f= )0), then we can see similarly as
above that Ti is semi-irreducible as a representation semimodule of )8.
2) Let $ΐ be an irreducible representation semimodule of 35.
By Lemma 3, 9J158, say 9ί, is an irreducible representation semimodule of SS
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and <p{$$) and ψ ( δ ) are isomorphic via the correspondence φ{b) «-» ψ(b), where
ψ = (35, %). If 2 MA = 2 u'jb'j for 6,, &; € S5 and MJ, ^ € 9# theα, for an
arbitrary a € 21 and every έ € 33,

and hence, by Lemma 1, Σuiibiά) = Xu/fijά). Therefore, we can define a composition on 9£ X 21 into % by setting (Σuφ^a = 2wf(6tα), where wt € 2R, #i €
$5 and # € 2ί. Thus, as is easily seen, the semimodule %l with the composition forms an Sί-semimodule ffi which, considering it as a S-semimodule, is
isomorphic to the S-semimodule 9β. It is evident that Sΰl' is irreducible as
a representation semimodule of 2ί.
DEFINITION 6. Let / be the set of all irreducible representation semi modules of a semiring 21. 31(81) Ξ= Π (0 : 9Jί) is called the radical of 81. It is
ma
understood that if / is vacuous, then 21 is its own radical, in which case,
we say that 81 is a radical semiring.
A semiring 21 is called semisimple if and only if 9ϊ(2l) = {0} The zeroid 3(21) of 21 is contained in the radical 9ϊ(2l).
THEOREM 1. The radical 'Si of a semiring 21 is a strongly closed ideal
in 21.
PROOF. It is evident that 9ϊ is an ideal in 2ί. Let 9R be an arbitrary
irreducible representation semimodule of St. For an arbitrary element r of 9ϊ,
there exist r\^r2 € 9ί and s € 21 such that r + rγ + 5 = r 2 + s. Then for
every u € 90ΐ
ur + urx + us = wr2 + ws,
hence we get wr — 0, because we have urγ = wr2 = 0 and the cancellation
law of addition holds in 9)?. Therefore 3ΐ = 3ΐ, i. e., 3ϊ is strongly closed in 21
THEOREM 2.2) // » is an ideal in a semiring 2ί, then 3l(S) = SS Π SR(H).
The proof of this theorem follows immediately from Lemma 4.
COROLLARY.3) The radical of a semiring is a radical semiring, considering it as a semiring.
THEOREM 3. // 3ϊ is the radical of a semiring 8ί, then 3X/3Ϊ and
are both semisimple.
2)
3)

This theorem is a refinement of Lemma 4 in [4].
This corollary corresponds to the theorem in [3].
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This theorem is proved by the same method as in the ring theory,4}
^because of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 4. If ^ is any semi-nilpotent right ideal in a semiring Sϊ,
i. e., there exists a positive rational integer n such that ^ n £Ξ 3(Sί), then ^
is contained in the radical of δί.
PROOF. Assume that a right ideal ^ is semi-nilpotent and ΊR Έfi ξj. Let
Wit be an irreducible representbtion semimodule of δί with 2Jί^ =f= {0(. There
.exist u € 9JΪ and a positive rational integer / such that u^1 =f= {0} and u^ι+1
= jθ}. For a non-zero v € u\s\ there exist aίy a2 € δί such that u + ^α 2 =
\va2. Since t ^ z = t;<z2z = 0 for every i € $J, we have e/z = 0 and hence u\S
= |0(, which is a contradiction.
COROLLARY. If a semiring
nilpotent right ideal.
re

is semisimple, then it does not have a

THEOREM 5. If dt is the radical of a semiring % and if SίrSί g= 3ϊ then
ί».

PROOF. Suppose Sίrδί ^ 9ϊ and r € 9ϊ. Let SDΪ be an irreducible representation semimodule of 51 with Wlr=ή= {01. By Lemma 3, we have 90ΐ5ίr Φ }0|
and hence, by Lemma 1, we get 9J?Sίr2ί =f= |0(, which is a contradiction.
DEFINITION 7. A semiring 21 is called primitive if and only if it has a
faithful irreducible representation semimodule. An ideal 5)3 in a semiring 51 is
called primitive if and only if 5ί/5β is primitive.
$ is a primitive ideal in δί if and only if so is $.
LEMMA 5. $ is a strongly closed primitive ideal in 51 if and only if
5J3 = (0 : 9)Z), where 9K z's tf/z irreducible representation semimodule of Sί.
If an ideal % is strongly closed then 3(Sl/$) = {0(, and if Tί is a representation semimodule of δί then (0 : 9Jί) is a strongly closed ideal in Sί. Thus,
.Lemma δ is proved in the same way as in the ring theory.4)
From Lemma 5, we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 6. The radical of a semiring Sί is the intersection of
strongly closed primitive ideals in 51.

all

REMARK. We note in the following that the irreducibility of representation semimodules can be described in terms of equivalence relations. Let 9)ϊ
- φ {0} be a representation semimodule of Sί. The maximum element ρλ and
the minimum element ρ0 of E^ϋl) are different and, for y9 z €3Jί, ypoz is
equivalemt to y = z. Assume 9Ji is irreducible. By an arbitrarily given ρΛ €
4) Cf. [51

"

"
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E(W) with f>α=f=/oL!> some two different elements of 9Jί are united, say
ul9u2.
For an arbitrary x € SDΪ, there exist al9 a2 €i Sί such that x -f- Uιaλ + u2a2 =
uxa2 + w2^i. Since pa admits the cancellation law and we have {u^^pj^u^a^y.
i = l f 2, we get .r/^O and hence p<* = Pi* Therefore E(W) consists of p0 and
Pi only. Assume, conversely, that SDΐSl Φ JO} and that 25(2)ϊ) consists of /o0
and p! only. We show firstly that, for y9 z € 9J?, 3/ = 2; if and only if j><2 =
za for all <z € Sί. T o see this, we take a binary relation pa which is defined
in SOΪ as follows : ypaz if and only if ya — za for all a € 81. As is easily
seen, p* € E(W).
Since 9KSί =f= {0|, ybφOb
for some y € 2R and some £ €
8ί. Therefore pa^px
and hence /oα = />0. Next, let ul9 u2 be an arbitrary pair
of different elements in 9JI and pβ the binary relation which is defined in 5Dΐ
as follows : ypβz if and only if there exist al9 a2 € Sί such that
yΛ- uιa1 + u2a2 — z + uλa2 + u2a{.
It is easy to see ρβ € £(9Ji). Hence, either pβ = />0 or pβ = p 1 # For every α €
Sί, since w2(2 + ufi + z/2^ = w2tf + ^1^: + w2θ holds, we have (w1a)/>/3(^2^) While{uιd)p^u2d) does not hold for some a € Sί. Hence we get pβ = Pi. Thus we
obtain the following condition for irreducibility : 9K is irreducible if and only
if (i) SDΪSί=j= Jol and (ii) £(fflΐ) consists of p0 and Px only. We obtain analogously a condition for semi-irreducibility : 3Jί is semi-irreducible if and only if
(i) SDΪSί =j= {0} and (ii) Every p € E($R) with p^Pi
does not unite any nonzero element of 3R to zero.
Suppose now 2)ΐ is semi-irreducible. Then Eλ ΞΞ E(Sΰΐ) — pt is an inductively ordered set and hence there exists a maximal element in Eu say p;.
Evidently, the equivalence classes by p form an irreducible representation
semimodule 9JΪ' of SI. 9K' is homomorphic to SDΪ via the mapping φ which
maps each x € 9K onto the equivalence class represented by x. As is easily
seen, ^ ( O ) = {0} and hence (0 : SSSl) = (0 : Sttΐ). Thus, we can define theradical as follows:
DEFINITION 6'. Let / ' be the set of all semi-irreducible representation
semimodules of a semiring Sί. T h e ideal 31(81) = Π (0 :501) in Sί is called the*
3tte/'

radical of Sί.
3. Quasi-regularity. Let Sί be a semiring and E the set of all linear
equivalence relations admitting the cancellation law which are defined in Sί,,
considered as an SI-semimodule.
For an arbitrarily fixed pair of il9 i2 £ Sί, we take a binary relation p(iιr.
z*2)5) which is defined in Sί as follows : sp(il9 i2)t if and only if there exist jlr.
5) The notion of p(ix,ii) corresponds to that of modular right ideals in the ring theory. Using
this notion, we can obtain the analogues of the results concerning modular right ideals, but
we shall omit the details. Cf. [5],
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j 2 € δl such that
(2)

s + j\ + iιjι + ij2

= t + j2 + ij2

+ iJi.

LEMMA 6. 1) p{iι9U) € E and9 for any al9a2 € 81,
(ax + i1a1 + i2a2)ρ(il9 i2) (a2 + ί^

(3)

2

+ i2ax)

holds.
2) 7/ iiP(ii9 iz)i% then p(il9 i2) = ρx (the maximum

element of E).

PROOF. 1) It is evident that ρ(il9 i2) satisfies the reflexive law, the symmetric law and the conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 1. We have to show
that p(il9 i2) satisfies the transitive law and the condition (iii) in Definition
1. Suppose rp(il9i2)s and sρ(il9i2)t and let jl9j29hl9h2
be elements of SI with
r + ii + z'lΛ + i2js = s -f j2 4- ij2
s + hi + iίhι

+

ίjl9

+ i2h2 = t + h2 + ixh2 + i2hλ.

We then have
r + kx + fi^i + / 2 £ 2 = ^ + ^2 + ^1^2 + ί*2^l,
where kγ = s + Λ + Ai, ^ 2 = ^ + Λ + Λ2. Therefore we get rp(il9 i2)t. Suppose,
next, (p + s)p(il9i2)(q + t) and sρ(il9i2)t.
Let juj-λ and A^ A2 be elements of
31 with
P + s +j1 + tj1-htj2

=- q + t + j2 +

tj2

t -h hι + i1h1 + i2h2 = s + h2 + iji2 + ί2Alβ
Putting ki = s + t + jι + Ai and £2 = ^ + t + i 2 + A2, we have
p + h + tiki + i2 k2 = q + k2 +• ixk2 + i2kl9
which shows pp{iλ9 i2)q.
The relation (3) follows from the equality
(aλ + iτaτ + i2a2) + a2 + iγa2 + i2ax
= (a2 + ίΊ^a + i2ax) + ax Λ- i^

+ i2a2.

2) Suppose iιp(iι9 i2)i2. Then, for every pair of al9 a2 € 51, we have
OΊtf! + Ha^p{ilii^){iιa2
+ /a^!).
Since p(il9 i2) admits the cancellation law, using (3), we get aγρ{iλ9 i2)a2.
Therefore we see ρ(il9 i2) = plm
DEFINITION 8. A right ideal ξj in a semiring 2ί is called quasi-regular if
and only if, for every pair of il9 i2 € ζy, iiPiii , i2)i2 holds, i. e., ρ(il9 i2) = pλ.
A right ideal ^s is called semi-regular^ if and only if, for every pair of il9
h € 5$, there exist jl9j2 € ^5 such that
(4)
zΊ + Λ + iιjι +ij% = i2 + j2 + ZΊΛ + iaΛ
6)

The definition of semi-regular right ideals has been given in [1].
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Suppose now ρ(il9 i2) =f= Pι> i

e

> ύp(h9 i*)i^

Let E(il9i2)

be the set of all

Pφ € E which satisfy
(i) ij>βi2.

(ϋ) Pβ ^ Pdi, U)

As is easily seen, E(il9 i2) is an inductively ordered set and hence, by Zorn's
lemma, E(il9 i2) has a maximal element, say p. We see from Lemma 6,2)
that p is maximal in E — plm From (3) and the above condition (i), we get
(5)
(zΓ 4- iϊRiih + iiii).
Let 90ί be the Sί-semimodule which consists of all equivalence classes by p.
Since p admits the cancellation law and it is maximal in E — pl9 30Ϊ is a
representation semimodule of 21 and E(Ώl) consists of only two trivial equivalence relations. Moreover (5) implies sDΐ3l Φ {0}. Therefore, according to
Remark in § 2, we see that 9Jΐ is irreducible.
Thus we obtain the following lemma.
LEMMA 7. // iιp(iί9 i2)i2, then there exists an irreducible representation
semimodule 9JΪ of 31 such that at least one of iι and i2 does not belong to
(0 : 3R).

THEOREM 7. 1) The radical 9ϊ of a semiring SI is both a semi-regular
right and a semi-regular left ideal in Si.
2) The radical 9ϊ of a semiring Sί contains every quasi-regular right
ideal in Sί.
PROOF 1) Since 9ϊ is a radical semiring, it has no irreducible representation semimodule. Hence it is a semi-regular right ideal in Sί, because of
Lemma 7. The left semi-regularity of 9Ϊ is proved in the same way as
Lemma 3 of [1] is proved.8)
2) Suppose next 9ϊ ^S ΛJ and ϊ)ϊ^j =|= {0} where ^J is a quasi-regular right
ideal in 31 and 9ΪΪ is an irreducible representation semimodule of SI. Then,
there exist i € ^ and u € 9Jί with uί 4= 0. For these i and u9 we can find
al9 a2 € Sί such that
(6)

u + uiax = uia2.

As iax and ia2 are in ζf, there exist j l 9 j 2 € 31 such that
(7)
iaτ + Λ + iaJi + ia2j2 = iα 2 + i 2 + *W 2
Multiplying the both sides of (6) by JΊ and j 2 > we have
7) If paζ. E. We use the notation spa t to show the negation of spat.
8) The proof is analogous to that of the corresponding the orem in the ring theory. Cf. [1] and
[41
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and
uia2j2 = uj2 + uiaj29
respectively. Adding (6) and the last two equations, we have
u + u{ιaι + jx + iajy + ia2j2) = u(ia2 + i 2 + iaj2 + ia2jx).
Since the cancellation law of addition holds in 2Jί, using (7), we get u = 0_
This contradicts ui =f= 0.
THEOREM 8. TAe radical and the left radical of a semiring coincide.
THEOREM 9. //* Sί is a radical semiring and r is any element of 5ί^
then for every positive rational integer t either r1'1^ ID r'Sί or rι € 3(51).
PROOF. Evidently r^SlΞSySl. Suppose r'^Sl = r'Sl. Then r* = r ^ for
some 5 € Sί. Since SI is a radical semiring, there exist jί9j2 € Sί such that
5 + j 2 + sΛ = j \ +sj2y hence r ^ + rιj2 + rlsjx = r*j\ + r^Λ. Usiαg r f = r*s+
we have r4 + rt(jι +j2) = r\jι 4- j2) which shows r έ € 3(51).
REMARK. We can see immediately from Theorem 7 that both the Jacobson radical and the semiradical of a semiring coincide with our radical of
the semiring.
4. Consideration from the ring theory. Examples. Let Sί be a
semiring and Sί* the semiring Sl[/] jθ(. As the cancellation law of addition
holds in 81*, SI* is imbeded in a ring Sί generated by 31*.9) Let SB be a
representation semimodule of 81 and sJJΐ the module generated by 3ΪI. 93ί is
considered as an Sl-module and moreover as an Sί-module in the obvious
way. Conversely any Sl-module is considered as an Sί-module.
a) <p(3ί) and φ (Sί) are isomorphic via the correspondence φ(a) <-^ φ(a\.
where φ = (SI,3R) and φ = (Sί, 9TC).
b) A representation of a semiring 31 is a homomorphism of 31 into the
endomorphism ring of a module.
c) 9JΪ is irreducible, if and only if SDZ is irreducible as an 3l-module.
d) An 3l-subsemimodule % of 271 is closed if and only if 9Ϊ = 9K Π S.
where 2 is an Sί-submodule of 2JΪ.
The radical of Sί can be defined as follows :
DEFINITION 6". Let SI be a semiring and Io the set of all irreducible Simodules. The ideal 81(81) = Π (0 : W) is called the radical of Sί.
e) 9ϊ(Sί) is the Jacobson radical of the ring Sί and we have
9) Cf. [21
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jR(8l*) = 9ϊ(3t) Π SI*, 91(81) = \r € 31; r* € 3ϊ(3l*)}.
f) Let φ be a homomorphism of 93Ϊ onto SDt'. 9? can be extended to a
homomorphism ^ of 9K onto 9Ji\ The equivalence relations "φ(x) = φ(y)"
and ".z Ξ 3> (^^(O))" are equivalent if and only if 'φ'XO) coincides with the
St-submodule of 30ΐ generated by φ'KfyEXAMPLE I. Let St be the semiring of non-negative rational integers
and p the binary relation defined in St by which every non-zero elements m,
n of SI are united and the zero element is united to only zero itself, p is a
(two-sided) linear equivalence relation which does not admit the cancellation
law. The equivalence classes by p form a semiring, say 31x, of order 2 with
elements cθ9 cx whose composition tables are
Co

Cγ

Co

Co

C0

c0

cx

The mapping φx of Sί onto Slj, which maps every non-zero element of SI
onto cx and zero of SI onto c0> is a homomorphism and Sl/^rX^o) is isomorphic to the semiring 31 which is not isomorphic to Sl1# Let 3ί2 be the
semiring of order 4 with elements bθ9 bl9 b29 bz whose composition tables are

b0

bx b2 b3

bo b0

bi b2 b3

+
bi

ί?ι bi b 2

b2 b2
bz

b3

b2 b2
b3 b2

b3
b2
b3

•

bo

bo bo
bo
bt bo
b3 bo

K

b2 bs
bo
bo
bx
bo

bo bo

bx b0
b, b3
b3 b3

The mapping <p2 of 3ί2 onto Slj, which maps b0, bx onto c0 and b2, b3 onto cl9
is a homomorphism and 312/^?J1(O) consists of the equivalence classes \b09 b1\9
\b2}9 \bs}9 hence Stg/^JXO) is not isomorphic to 3l1# In this case, we have
St* =3t, 81(81) = 3(81) = {0},
Slf= | 0 ! , »(*.) = # « . ) = « . , i = l , 2 .
EXAMPLE 2. Let P be the field of rational numbers and P[x] the polynomial ring over P in the indeterminate x. We consider the semiring 31
which consists of all polynomials of P[ατ] with non-negative rational coefficients. We then have St = Sί*, « = P[χ]9 31(81) = |0}. Let φ be the natural
homomorphism of P[x] onto the residue class ring P\_x\/(x — 1) and φ be
the homomorphism of St onto St' Ξ= 99(8!) which is iaduced by φ. As is easily
seen, φ~ι(0) = (0} and the semiring 8t/^ - 1 (0) is not isomorphic to 31'. The
ideal Xo = {x — 1) in P[x\ is a modular maximal right ideal with a left
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identity β = x and Lo = Xo Π SI = {0}. X o can not be generated by L 0 . 1 0 )
EXAMPLE 3. In Example 2, let Wl be the δl-seππmodule consisting of all
residue classes in the difference Sl-module P[x] — (x — I) 2 which are represented by the elements in St. The representation semimodule 9JΪ of SI is not
irreducible while it is semi-irreducible.
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10)

Since we have this example, I cannot follow the proof of Theorem 7 in [2].

